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 Agricultural Plant Production "AINA" SA Address: Victory, or 127A. Comrat Republic of
Moldova, MD-9601 tel.: (+373 298) 3-19-23 Fax: (+373 298) 3-19-24 E-mail: aina@mtc-ced.md
Dumitru Constantinov Born on December 5th, 1952, in Comrat town Planning engineer; had
graduated from Kiev Agricultural Academy (1980). From 1995 - director of the AIIP «Aina».
From the very beginning, Agro-In- dustrial Integrated Plant «Aina» created in 1995 (in 2004,
was transformed into a joint-stock company) was performing mul-tilateral activity on growing
and processing cereals, which were delivered mainly in Turkey, Hungary and Bulgaria. In 2002
a new subdivision - integrated plant for production of rectified alcohol, dessert wines (unique
ones in Moldova) and traditional beverages.
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 At present «Aina» produces alcohol of «Extra» and «Lux» grades obtained by means of fourtimes distillation and used mainly in production of vodka and strong traditional drinks of«Medelean» series (nine titles in total). Production capacity of the plant amounts to 500deciliters per day. Also, «Aina» produces a rich assortment of red and white dessert wines(«Cabernet», «Merlot», «Pinot-Franc», «Chardonnay», «Traminer» etc). For red dessert«Medelean» production, infusion from grape pulp of Cabernet-Sauvignon variety is usedfollowing maceration in alcohol during 45 days, which brings it unique taste comparable onlywith the taste of famous French wine «Cahor». Productivity of the grape processing sectionamounts to 3 thousand tons of grape per season.Besides rectified alcohol and dessert wines,the integrated plant produces also «Medelean» and «Jiguli» beer using in this purpose maltpurchased in Hungary and Czechia.The enterprise possesses with production installations andtechnological lines made in Italy and Russia.300 specialists work at the enterprise; they are ableto perform the most complex operations both in agriculture and industry. It realizes its products(agricultural and industrial) in Turkey, Byelorussia, Hungary and Russia. Integrated plantpossesses also with modern hotel complex, including restaurant and swimming pool,appreciated even by the most fastidious tourists.
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